CURRENT ISSUES IN OUT-OF-SCHOOL TIME. (A SERIES OF BOOKS) BY EDITOR HELEN JANC MALONE.
A series of books published looking into the current issues in the out-of-school space. Content includes both research and promising practices.

Under the direction of Editor Helen Janc Malone, Information Age Publishing has released a series of books probing current issues in the out-of-school time space. The series combines research and promising practices from practitioners.


Information Age Publishing. 2016. (Books must be ordered)

Thanks to generous support from the Carnegie Corporation of New York, *Our Neighborhood* is a compilation of stories and research from the family engagement field. It is intended to be a living repository and guide for STEM Learning Ecosystems and other communities interested in cultivating strong community partnerships to prepare the next generation.

This annotated bibliography was compiled by TIES for *Our Neighborhood.*